
# 2975, FABULOUS 5-BEDROOM CAP CANA
VILLA WITH SURROUNDINGS OF
CAPTIVATING NATURE 

  Single Family Detached.   $
1,100,000  

Cap Cana, Dominican Republic
Quiet Elegance: 5-Bedroom Cap Cana Villa close to Punta Espada and Caleton Beach Club
With this gorgeous 5-bedroom property located next to the prestigious Punta Espada golf course,
the private Caleton Beach Club, plus a myriad of other recognized amenities within the sought-after
Cap Cana neighborhood, experience sumptuous living at its finest. This magnificent home offers a
tasteful fusion of modern architecture interwoven with tropical influences, resulting in a haven of
luxury and comfort. Discover the enormous interior of this Cap Cana Villa, which features an open-
concept design that effortlessly integrates multiple living rooms. Step into a world of opulence as
you do so. From the double-height ceilings that flood the rooms with natural light to the opulent
finishes that ooze refinement, every last detail has been carefully designed. With roomy bedrooms
and spacious terraces, finding rest and tranquility is simple. Enjoy outdoor living to the fullest while
surrounded by lush surroundings. The striking pool at this property serves as its focal point,
bringing together beauty and nature to create a tranquil haven for leisure. The perfectly built 560
square meter property has enough space for all of your wants. With the world-class golfing at Punta
Espada, the lovely Caleton Beach Club, and a plethora of other activities nearby, discover a
lifestyle of exclusivity and convenience. Cap Cana's luxury living experience is defined by its
proximity to these amenities. This villa promises a life of the finest comfort and refinement and is
more than just a place to call home. It is a tribute to contemporary elegance and tropical
attractiveness. Take advantage of the chance to own this amazing home and enjoy the pinnacle of
Punta Cana's alluring lifestyle.

Name Jazzibel Munoz
Phone (732) 351-6757

BASE INFORMATION:
Bed :  5
Bath :  5

LAND INFORMATION:
Sq. ft. :  6182
Lot Size :  9668

BUILDING INFORMATION:
Built on :  0
Remodeled on :  0
Number of Floors : 
Floor area (Lower) :  0
Floor area (Main
Level)

:  0

Floor area (Upper) :  0
Floor area (Total) :  0
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